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Abstract
We present a calculus for modelling “environment-aware” computations, that is
computations that adapt their behaviour according to the capabilities of the en-
vironment. The calculus is an imperative, object-based language with extensible
objects, equipped with a labelled transition semantics. A notion of bisimulation,
lifting to computations a correspondence between the capabilities of diﬀerent en-
vironments, is provided. Bisimulation can be used to prove that a program is
“cross-environment”, i.e., it has the same behaviour when run in diﬀerent environ-
ments.
1 Introduction
Distributed computation based on mobile code represents an essential aspect
of modern software systems. In the conceptual model of open wide-area net-
works resources are shared and distributed over the network, and code migrate
to be executed in diﬀerent environments, i.e. at diﬀerent geographical or log-
ical locations, accessing diﬀerent system resources and relying upon diverse
system services.
Software systems are usually implemented using statically typed program-
ming languages. Static typing oﬀers support for reliability and maintenance of
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software. However, it imposes limitations to the adaptability of code. In par-
ticular, software conﬁguration is carried out at a compile-time which occurs
strictly before the run-time.
Scripting languages, see [12], were mainly intended for gluing together com-
ponents rather than designed for building systems from scratch. For example,
Tcl [11] and Visual Basic [6] can be used to produce user interfaces by arrang-
ing collections of user interface controls on the screen. In order to facilitate
the job of connecting diﬀerent components, scripting languages are type-free,
allowing a variable to refer to objects of diﬀerent types. Code and data may
be interchangeable, allowing the execution of code produced on the ﬂy; for
this purpose these languages are usually interpreted rather than compiled.
The growth of the Internet has popularized scripting languages. In particu-
lar JavaScript, see [9], has become popular for scripting Web pages. JavaScript
is a powerful object-based language that can be embedded directly in HTML
pages. It allows to create dynamic, interactive applications that runs com-
pletely within a Web browser.
JavaScript is an object-based language (see [1,8]) with extensible objects
(see [7,2,3]): modifying an attribute that is not already deﬁned causes the
deﬁnition of that attribute. Attempting to read the value of an attribute that
does not exist results in a special undeﬁned value. In this way, the interpreter
can detect the existence of objects and attributes, and keep going as far as
possible. 3 Interestingly enough, by relying on such features, some techniques
have been developed to write Web pages with script code that can adapt their
behaviour according to the browser where they are running (see [13]).
Within the DART project [5] we are addressing issues of dynamically re-
conﬁguring software fragments while maintaining safety and eﬃciency. On
one side, we look at how to add ﬂexibility to statically typed languages, and
on the other, we study foundational calculi that may manifest some of the
ﬂexibility of scripting languages.
In this paper we propose a calculus for doing some reasoning about proper-
ties of programs written in languages such as JavaScript. We provide a labelled
transition semantics for an imperative object-based language in which objects
are extensible and it is possible to test the existence of attributes of objects
in the environment, and propose a notion of bisimulation that accounts for
behaviour of programs in diﬀerent environments. In this framework we can
prove that some programs are cross-environment, i.e., they have the same
behaviour when run in diﬀerent environments.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the framework
through an example. In Section 3 we present syntax and operational semantics
of the language. In Section 4 we deﬁne the bisimulation. We conclude by
3 This is coherent with the “Web philosophy” that the user (and frequently also the script
programmer) is not an expert. However, it makes JavaScript less suitable for programming
in a more traditional way, as instead with statically typed programming languages.
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root
<cp= >
<x=4, y=8, c=0>
Fig. 1: The environment E
outlining some directions for further work. In Appendix A we present a case
study: we use our framework to prove that a Dynamic HTML page (containing
JavaScript code) is “cross-browser”, i.e., has the same behaviour when run in
the browsers IE5 (Internet Explorer version 5) and NN4 (Netscape Navigator
version 4).
2 Setting up the framework
The framework developed in the paper is described by the following deﬁnitions:
• Environment = a set of objects.
• Language = an imperative object-based language with primitives for
· extending objects, and
· discriminating the presence/absence of attributes of objects.
• Observable behaviour = change of some attributes of the objects in the
environment.
Objects have ﬁelds and parameterless methods. The receiver of the method is
an implicit parameter of the method and can be addressed via the metavariable
self. For each environment E there is a top-level object. When an expression
e is executed in the environment E , the keyword root is bound to the top-level
object of E .
In this section we introduce the basic ideas used in the framework through
a simple example: a colored point on a screen.
A colored point is determined by an x-coordinate, a y-coordinate, and a
color. The environment E in Fig. 1 contains a representation of a black point
positioned at the coordinates (4, 8): the attribute cp of the top-level object
refers to an object representing the colored point. The (change of) state of the
colored point is monitored by observing the (change of) value of the attributes
in the set:
P = {root.cp.x, root.cp.y, root.cp.c}.
Another representation for the colored point is provided by the environment
E ′ in Fig. 2, where the set of attributes that are observed is
P ′ = {root.cpoint.point.xcoord, root.cpoint.point.ycoord, root.cpoint.color}.
Consider now the problem of writing a program that modiﬁes the state
of the colored point by swapping its x-coordinate and y-coordinate. The
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<cpoint= >
<point= , color=0>
<xcoord=4, ycoord=8>
Fig. 2: The environment E ′
expression:
e = root← t = root.cp.x; (1)
root.cp← x = root.cp.y; (2)
root.cp← y = root.t (3)
performs this task in the environment E . In particular, (1) adds the new at-
tribute t to the top-level object and assigns to it the value of the x-coordinate,
(2) assigns to the x-coordinate the value of the y-coordinate, and (3) assigns
to the y-coordinate the value of the attribute t. The expression
e′ = root← t = root.cpoint.point.xcoord;
root.cpoint.point← xcoord = root.cpoint.point.ycoord;
root.cpoint.point← ycoord = root.t
performs the same task in the environment E ′.
An observer monitoring the (change of) state of the colored point by ob-
serving the (change of) value of the attributes in P in the environment E and
the attributes P ′ in the environment E ′ cannot discriminate the behaviour of
e in E and of e′ in E ′.
The notion of bisimulation proposed in this paper allows to express that,
modulo the correspondence between the attributes of E listed in P and the
attributes of E ′ listed in P ′ given by the relation
R = { (root.cp.x, root.cpoint.point.xcoord),
(root.cp.y, root.cpoint.point.ycoord),
(root.cp.c, root.cpoint.color) } ⊆ P × P ′,
the behaviour of e in E is equivalent (R-bisimilar) to the behaviour of e′ in
E ′. Moreover, this notion of bisimulation can be used to express program
properties like the following.
• The expression
e0 = isdef(root, cp)?e : e
′,
(that behaves like e in an environment where the top-level object has the
attribute cp and behaves like e′ otherwise), has the same behaviour in both
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e ∈ Exp ::= n | e1 op e2 | e1; e2 | e0?e1 : e2
| root | self | 〈〉 | e.a | isdef(e, a) | e1 ← a = e2 | e1 ⇐ a = e2
Fig. 3: Expressions
E and E ′.
• In the environment E the expression e has the same behaviour of the ex-
pression
e′′ = root.cp⇐ swap = (self ← t = self.x; self ← x = self.y; self ← y = self.t);
root.cp.swap
that ﬁrst adds the method swap (that swaps the coordinates of the receiver)
to the object representing the colored point and then calls it.
3 The calculus
In this section we introduce syntax and operational semantics for a core lan-
guage that allows the deﬁnition and manipulation of objects.
3.1 Syntax
The language corresponds to the core part of JavaScript [9]. The only prim-
itive values considered are integers. The syntactic category of expressions,
deﬁned by the grammar in Fig. 3, is parametric in an inﬁnite set of attributes
names a ∈ A. The ﬁrst two clauses deﬁne integer expressions (n ∈ N ranges
over integer literals and op ranges over binary operations on integers). Se-
quential composition of expressions, e1; e2, is evaluated from left to right and
its value is the value of e2. Conditional expressions, e0?e1 : e2, are evaluated
by ﬁrst evaluation e0 and then either e1 (when e0 evaluates to an integer dif-
ferent from 0) or e2 (when e0 evaluates to 0). An error occurs when e0 does
not return an integer.
The expression root denotes the top-level object of the environment, whereas
self is a metavariable denoting the current object during the execution of a
method (outside of method bodies its value is not deﬁned and its evaluation
produces an error). The expression 〈〉 is the empty object and e.a is the se-
lection of the attribute a from the object denoted by the expression e. If a is
bound to a value (that is either an integer or the address of an object) such
value is returned. If a is bound to a method body (a non-evaluated expression)
such method body is evaluated. An error occurs when e does not denote an
object or when the object denoted has not the attribute a. The expression
isdef(e, a) evaluates to 1 if the object denoted by e has the attribute a and to 0
is if not (an error occurs when e does not denote an object). The intended use
of isdef is in conjunction with conditional to program environment dependent
behaviour.
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The expression e1 ← a = e2 is the overriding or adding of an attribute
to an object depending on the fact that, for the object denoted by e1, the
attribute a is deﬁned or not. The attribute a is set to the value resulting from
the evaluation of e2. Similarly, the expression e1 ⇐ a = e2 sets the attribute
a to the method body represented by the (non-evaluated) expression e2 where
the metavariable self has been replaced by the address of the object denoted
by e1. The symbol ⇐ binds the occurrences of self in e2.
3.2 Operational semantics
We deﬁne a labelled transition semantics (see e.g. [10]) for the language, where
labels represent the addition/ovverriding of attributes. The semantics is pre-
sented in the style advocated in [14] (see also [4]). An expression evaluates
to a value that can be either an integer or the address of an object. Envi-
ronments maps addresses to objects. To account for the imperative nature of
the language, the labeled transition system rewrites in addition to expressions
also environments.
The semantics is deﬁned by a reduction relation
−→ ⊆ (Env× EExp)× Lab× ((Env× EExp) + {err})
deﬁned in terms of another reduction relation
−→ ⊆ (Env×Red)× Lab× ((Env× EExp) + {err})
and evaluation contexts (see Fig. 5). The special term err is used to model
run-time errors. The semantic categories involved in the deﬁnition of −→ are:
• Extended expressions, e ∈ EExp, deﬁned by adding the clause “ | ι ” to
the grammar deﬁning expressions (see Fig. 3), where ι ∈ I is an address.
• Values, v ∈ Val ⊆ EExp ::= n | ι
• Objects, o ∈ O ∆= A→ﬁn EExp, i.e., ﬁnite mappings from attribute names
to extended expressions, denoted by 〈a1 = e1, . . . , an = en〉. Given an
object o, let o[a : e] denote the object such that o[a : e](a) = e and
o[a : e](a′) = o(a′), for a′ = a.
• Environments, E ∈ Env ∆= I →ﬁn O, i.e., ﬁnite mappings from addresses
to objects, denoted by [ι1 → o1, . . . , ιn → on]. For every environment E
there is an address ιroot(E) (the address of the top-level object in E) such
that E(ιroot(E)) = UNDEFINED. Let E [ι : o] denote the environment such
that E [ι : o](ι) = o and E [ι : o](ι′) = E(o), for ι′ = ι.
• Labels, lab ∈ Lab ∆= · | ι! a, where ι! a means that the attribute a of
the object at the address ι has been added/overridden and · means that no
attribute has been added/overridden.
• Redexes,
e ∈ Red ⊆ EExp ::= n1 op n2 | v; e | n?e1 : e2
| root | self | 〈〉 | ι.a | isdef(ι, a) | ι← a = v | ι⇐ a = e
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• Evaluation contexts,
EC ∈ C ::= [ ] | EC op e | EC; e | EC?e1 : e2
| EC.a | isdef(EC, a) | EC ← a = e | ι← a = EC | EC ⇐ a = e
For every binary operation on integers op, there is a ternary relation op ⊆
N×N×N such that: (n1, n2, n) ∈ op if and only if n is the value of n1 op n2.
The subtitution of the free occurrences of self in the extended expression e by
the address ι, e[ι/self], is deﬁned by the clauses in Fig. 4.
The labeled transition system rewrites conﬁgurations that are pairs (E , e)
where e is an extended expression. An extended expression e is closed if it does
not contain free occurrences of self, an environment E is closed if it does not
contain free occurrences of self and E(ι) = UNDEFINED for all ι occurring
in E , and a conﬁguration (E , e) is closed if both E and e are closed. We are
interested in the execution of closed expressions in closed environments.
The reduction rules of Fig. 5 are mostly self-explanatory. Notice only that
in the rule (att⇐) the metavariable self is substituted in e with the address of
the object to which the method is added.
The relations−→ and −→ are deterministic (modulo renaming of addresses
introduced by rule (obj〈〉)) and enjoy the progress property, as stated by the
following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (Progress for −→) If (E , e) ∈ Env×Red then
• either (E , e) lab−→ (E ′, e′), for some label lab and conﬁguration (E ′, e′) that is
closed whenever (E , e) is closed,
• or (E , e) ·−→ err.
Lemma 3.2 (Unique decomposition) If e ∈ EExp then
• either e ∈ Val,
• or exist unique EC ∈ C and e′ ∈ Red such that e = EC[e′].
Lemma 3.3 (Progress for −→) If (E , e) ∈ Env× EExp then
• either (E , e) lab−→ (E ′, e′), for some label lab and conﬁguration (E ′, e′) that is
closed whenever (E , e) is closed,
• or (E , e) ·−→ err.
Example 3.4 The −→-reduction in Fig. 6 represents the execution of the
expression e′′ given at the end of Section 2 in the environment E of Fig. 1.
4 A notion of bisimulation
In this section we propose a notion of bisimulation, lifting to computations a
correspondence between the observable attributes of diﬀerent environments.
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self[ι/self] = ι
e[ι/self] = e, if e ∈ N ∪ I ∪ {〈〉, root}
(e1 op e2)[ι/self] = e1[ι/self] op e2[ι/self]
(e1; e2)[ι/self] = e1[ι/self]; e2[ι/self]
(e0?e1 : e2)[ι/self] = e0[ι/self]?e1[ι/self] : e2[ι/self]
(e.a)[ι/self] = e[ι/self].a
(isdef(e, a))[ι/self] = isdef(e[ι/self], a)
(e1 ← a = e2)[ι/self] = e1[ι/self]← a = e2[ι/self]
(e1 ⇐ a = e2)[ι/self] = e1[ι/self]⇐ a = e2
Fig. 4: Operational semantics: substitution e[ι/self]
(op) (E , n1 op n2) ·−→ (E , n) with (n1, n2, n) ∈ op
(seq) (E , v; e) ·−→ (E , e)
(ifTRUE) (E , n?e1 : e2) ·−→ (E , e1) with n = 0
(ifFALSE) (E , 0?e1 : e2) ·−→ (E , e2)
(objroot) (E , root) ·−→ (E , ιroot(E))
(obj〈〉) (E , 〈〉) ·−→ (E [ι : 〈〉], ι) with ι fresh
(att.) (E , ι.a) ·−→ (E , e) with E(ι) = o and o(a) = e
(attisdef) (E , isdef(ι, a)) ·−→ (E , n) with E(ι) = o and n =


0, if o(a) is deﬁned
1, otherwise
(att←) (E , ι← a = v) ι! a−→ (E [ι : o[a : v]], ι) with E(ι) = o
(att⇐) (E , ι⇐ a = e) ι! a−→ (E [ι : o[a : e[ι/self]]], ι) with E(ι) = o
(err) (E , e) ·−→ err if e is not a value and no previous rule can be applied
(cnt)
(E , e) lab−→ (E ′, e′)
(E , EC[e]) lab−→ (E ′, EC[e′])
(cntERR)
(E , e) ·−→ err
(E , EC[e]) ·−→ err
Fig. 5: Operational semantics: −→ and −→ reduction rules
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(E , e′′) ·−→ (E , ιroot(E).cp⇐ swap = eswap; root.cp.swap)
·−→ (E , ιcp ⇐ swap = eswap; root.cp.swap)
ιcp! swap−→ (E ′′1 , ιcp; root.cp.swap)
·−→ (E ′′1 , root.cp.swap)
·−→ (E ′′1 , ιroot(E).cp.swap)
·−→ (E ′′1 , ιcp.swap)
·−→ (E ′′1 , e′swap)
·−→ (E ′′1 , ιcp ← t = 4; ιcp ← x = ιcp.y; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t)
ιcp! t−→ (E ′′2 , ιcp; ιcp ← x = ιcp.y; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t)
·−→ (E ′′2 , ιcp ← x = ιcp.y; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t)
·−→ (E ′′2 , ιcp ← x = 8; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t)
ιcp! x−→ (E ′′3 , ιcp; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t)
·−→ (E ′′3 , ιcp ← y = ιcp.t)
·−→ (E ′′3 , ιcp ← y = 4)
ιcp! y−→ (E ′′4 , ιcp)
where:
• e′′ = (root.cp⇐ swap = eswap; root.cp.swap), with
eswap = (self ← t = self.x; self ← x = self.y; self ← y = self.t),
is the expression given at the end of Section 2.
• E = [ιroot(E) → oroot, ιcp → ocp], with
oroot = 〈cp = ιcp〉 top-level object, and
ocp = 〈x = 4, y = 8, c = 0〉 object representing the colored point,
is the environment in Fig. 1.
• E ′′1 = [ιroot(E) → oroot, ιcp → o′cp] with
o′cp = 〈x = 4, y = 8, c = 0, swap = e′swap〉, and
e′swap = eswap[ιcp/self] = (ιcp ← t = ιcp.x; ιcp ← x = ιcp.y; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t).
• E ′′2 = [ιroot(E) → oroot, ιcp → o′′cp] with
o′′cp = 〈x = 4, y = 8, c = 0, swap = e′swap, t = 4〉.
• E ′′3 = [ιroot(E) → oroot, ιcp → o′′′cp] with
o′′′cp = 〈x = 8, y = 8, c = 0, swap = e′swap, t = 4〉.
• E ′′4 = [ιroot(E) → oroot, ιcp → o′′′′cp ] with
o′′′′cp = 〈x = 8, y = 4, c = 0, swap = e′swap, t = 4〉.
Fig. 6: Execution of e′′ in E
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4.1 Observable attributes
Paths, deﬁned by the following grammar:
p ::= root | p.a,
formalize the notion of observable attributes of a given environment. The
extended expression denoted by the path p in the environment E , eexpE(p), is
deﬁned by:
eexpE(root) = ιroot(E)
eexpE(p.a) =


e, if eexpE(p) = ι, E(ι) = o, and o(a) = e
UNDEFINED, otherwise.
The set of labels that may change the extended expression denoted by p in E
by overrying/adding an attribute occurring in the path p, actE(p), is given
by:
actE(root) = ∅
actE(p.a) =


actE(p) ∪ {ι! a}, if eexpE(p) = ι
actE(p), otherwise
For every set of paths P , deﬁne actE(P ) = ∪p∈PactE(p).
Proposition 4.1 If (E , e) ι! a−→ (E ′, e′) then, for every path p,
(i) ι! a ∈ actE(p) if and only if ι! a ∈ actE ′(p), and
(ii) ι! a ∈ actE(p) implies both actE(p) = actE ′(p) and eexpE(p) = eexpE ′(p).
Example 4.2 For the environment E of Fig. 6 (see also the graphical repre-
sentation in Fig. 1) and the set of paths P = {root.cp.x, root.cp.y, root.cp.c}
introduced at the beginning of Section 2 we have:
eexpE(root.cp.x) = 4,
eexpE(root.cp.y) = 8,
eexpE(root.cp.c) = 0,
actE(P ) = {ιroot(E)! cp, ιcp! x, ιcp! y, ιcp! c}.
In order to model computations in which only update/override of observ-
able attributes of the environment are observed, we introduce reductions in-
dexed by a set of P . Such reductions hide labels that cannot modify the
extended expressions denoted by the paths in P . We write:
• (E , e) −→P CnfOrErr for (E , e) lab−→ CnfOrErr , with lab ∈ actE(P ) and
CnfOrErr either a conﬁguration or err,
• (E , e) !−→P (E ′, e′) for (E , e) ι! a−→ (E ′, e′), with ι! a ∈ actE(P ),
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• =⇒P for a ﬁnite number of −→P , i.e. −→P , and
• !=⇒P for a ﬁnite number of −→P followed by one !−→P -reduction step, i.e.
−→P !−→P .
Example 4.3 If we take as observable attributes the paths in the set P of
Example 4.2, the computation of Fig. 6 is represented as follows:
(∗) (E , e′′) !=⇒P (E ′′3 , ιcp; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t) !=⇒P (E ′′4 , ιcp).
4.2 Bisimulation
A correspondence between the observable attributes of diﬀerent environments
is modelled as a relation R ⊆ P ×P ′, where P and P ′ are ﬁnite sets of paths.
Two environments E and E ′ are R-related if, for all (p, p′) ∈ R,
• either eexpE(p) = eexpE ′(p
′) = n, for some number n,
• or both eexpE(p) = UNDEFINED and eexpE ′(p
′) = UNDEFINED.
The following notion of bisimulation lifts to computations the correspondence
R.
Deﬁnition 4.4 [R-bisimulation] Let R ⊆ P × P ′, where P and P ′ are ﬁnite
sets of paths. A binary relation on conﬁgurations B is an R-bisimulation if
(E , e) B (E ′, e′)
implies:
0. E and E ′ are R-related
1. (E , e) !=⇒P (E1, e1) implies that exists E ′1 and e′1 such that:
(E ′, e′) !=⇒P ′(E ′1, e′1) and (E1, e1) B (E ′1, e′1).
2. The symmetric of (1).
3. (E , e) =⇒P (E1, v1) implies that exists E ′1 and v′1 such that:
(E ′, e′) =⇒P ′ (E ′1, v′1).
4. The symmetric of (3).
5. (E , e) =⇒P err implies that:
(E ′, e′) =⇒P ′ err.
6. The symmetric of (5).
Deﬁnition 4.4 gives rise to a monotone functional FR on a complete lattice
L. The elements of L are relations on conﬁgurations, ordered by subset
inclusion. The fact that L is a complete lattice follows from the fact that
the intersection of an arbitrary number of relations on conﬁgurations is still a
relation on conﬁgurations. Since FR is monotone, we can deﬁne R-bismilarity
∼R as its greatest ﬁxed point (guaranteed by Tarski’s theorem). That is:
∼R =
⋃
B is an R-bisimulation
B
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Example 4.5 Consider the environments E , E ′, the expressions e, e′, e0, e′′,
the set of paths P , P ′, and the relation R introduced in Section 2.
(i) Since
(∗∗) (E , e) !=⇒P (E1, e1) !=⇒P (E2, ιroot(E)), and
(E ′, e′) !=⇒P ′(E ′1, e′1) !=⇒P ′(E ′2, ιroot(E ′))
where
• E1 is obtained from E by adding the attribute t = 4 to the top-level
object and overriding with 8 the attribute x,
• e1 = ιroot(E); root.cp← y = root.t,
• E ′1 is obtained from E ′ by adding the attribute t = 4 to the top-level
object and overriding with 8 the attribute xcoord,
• e′1 = ιroot(E ′); root.cpoint.point← xcoord = root.t,
• E2 is obtained from E1 by overriding with 4 the attribute y, and
• E ′2 is obtained from E ′1 by overriding with 4 the attribute ycoord,
the R-bisimulation
B = {((E , e), (E ′, e′)), ((E1, e1), (E ′1, e′1)), ((E2, ιroot(E)), (E ′2, ιroot(E ′)))}
shows that the behaviour of e in E is equivalent (R-bisimilar) to the
behaviour of e′ in E ′.
(ii) Since (E , e0) =⇒P (E , e) and (E ′, e0) =⇒P ′ (E ′, e′), the R-bisimulation
B0 = {((E , e0), (E ′, e0))} ∪ B
shows that e0 has the same behaviour in both E and E ′.
(iii) From the reduction (∗∗) at the beginning of this example and the reduc-
tion (∗) of Example 4.3 we have that the R-bisimulation
B1 = {((E , e), (E , e′′)), ((E1, e1), (E ′′3 , ιcp; ιcp ← y = ιcp.t)), ((E2, ιroot(E)), (E ′′4 , ιcp))}
shows that in the environment E the expression e has the same behaviour
of the expression e′′.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we introduced an imperative object-based calculus with exten-
sible objects that models some of the features of Web-oriented scripting lan-
guages, such as JavaScript [9]. We gave a labelled transition semantics where
the actions that are observed (represented by labels) are override and addition
of attributes to the objects in the current environment. A notion of bisim-
ulation, indexed by the attributes that we want to observe, allows to prove
program properties interesting for the global computing scenario.
Our calculus can be encoded in [3]. Nevertheless, on one hand, we are
interested in explicating only those features strictly connected to scripting
languages, so we preferred a smaller and more focused calculus. On the other
hand, we wanted an operational semantics that is oriented to the description of
history-dependent behaviors, and the one in [3] is too coarse for this purpose.
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We are working at the deﬁnition of a type system that would capture
some of the errors that make expressions faulty in any environment. The
imperative nature of the language, given that the objects referred to are mu-
table because overridable and extensible, poses a non-trivial trade-oﬀ between
keeping enough of the ﬂexibility of untyped languages and being able to detect
some general message-not-understood errors. In our type system we would like
to capture the mutability of the type environment and the dependency on the
environment of the typing of the expression isdef. Keeping the type system
decidable will be the main concern. We also plan to integrate the language
with other features of object-based languages, e.g. explicit delegation, that
are under investigation within the DART project [5].
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A A case study
In this section we show how to formalize and prove in our framework that a Dy-
namic HTML (DHTML) page containing JavaScript code is “cross-browser”.
A.1 The DHTML page
Consider the DHTML page of Fig. A.1 containing a gif of a block that is
positioned and can be moved in the page. The gif is enclosed in a tag DIV
which a CSS-P (Cascading Style Sheet Positioning) is applied to. This says
where and how to display the content of the tag. The displaying properties
are speciﬁed by deﬁning the STYLE of the tag.
The scripting language, JavaScript [9], is used to animate Web pages by
accessing and changing the displaying properties. The JavaScript code is
executed in the browser that displays the page. The function init is executed
when the page is loaded and the function move is bound to the event of clicking
a button in the page. When the button is clicked, the gif is moved horizontally
of 5 pixels. The DIV element is seen, inside the code, as an object denoted by
the identiﬁer speciﬁed in its ID. However, the browsers Internet Explorer (IE)
and Netscape Navigator (NN), even though sharing many compatible objects,
have diﬀerent Domain Object Model (DOM). The DOM speciﬁes the set of
predeﬁned objects that describe the document, and how to access/modify
the displaying properties of the user deﬁned elements. Even among similar
objects, though, there are sometimes subtle diﬀerences which result in diﬀerent
behaviors depending upon the browser being used. One of the diﬀerences
between the two browsers is in the fact that in IE every tag can be accessed,
whereas in NN the accessible tags are a subset of all the tags that can be
deﬁned. How the properties can be referred to is also diﬀerent. In IE the
properties are accessed via the attribute STYLE of the objects, whereas in NN
they are accessed directly from the identiﬁer of the object. Here we refer to
IE version 5 and NN version 4. Later versions of NN, in particular NN version
6, make more elements accessible, and in a way that is more similar to IE.
However, there are still diﬀerences between the two browsers.
Some techniques have been developed to make pages that are cross-browser,
see [13]. Such techniques relay on the possibility of detecting the kind of
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〈HTML〉
〈SCRIPT〉
function init(){
if(document.layers)block = document.layers[“blockDiv”];
if(document.all)block = document.all[“blockDiv”].style;
}
function move(){
block.myLeft = parseInt(block.left);
block.myLeft = block.myLeft+ 5;
block.left = block.myLeft;
}
〈/SCRIPT〉
〈BODY OnLoad =“init();”〉
〈DIV ID =“blockDiv” STYLE =“position : abs; left : 150; top : 150; width : 30;”〉
〈IMG SRC = images/blockImage.gif〉
〈/DIV〉
〈FORM〉
〈INPUT TYPE = button VALUE =“MoveBlock” OnClick =“move();”〉
〈/FORM〉
〈/BODY〉
〈/HTML〉
Fig. A.1: The Dynamic HTML page
browser we are dealing with, and the objects and attributes that a certain
browser oﬀers and on the use of variables that refer directly to the display-
ing properties of tags. 4 We see the use of these two techniques in the func-
4 In [13] a library deﬁning prototype objects (classes) that can be used to create cross-
browser pages is deﬁned. The use of objects deﬁned in this library masks the diﬀerences
between browsers.
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tion init of Fig A.1. The browser is detected by testing whether the object
document has the attribute all or layers and, depending on the outcome of
the test, the variable block is set to be a reference to the object associated
with the tag, or to the attribute STYLE of the same object. We also see that
a reference to the DIV tag is obtained in IE through the associative array
all (document.all[“blockDiv”];), and in NN through the array layers
(document.layers[“blockDiv”];).
In the function move, accessing the attribute myLeft, that is not deﬁned
for the object block, causes the addition of this attribute to the object. The
attribute left (known by the browsers) is memorized as a number followed
by the string px. Even though writing a number in this attribute adds the px
suﬃx automatically, to extract the number part we have to use the function
parseInt. To avoid using parseInt(block.left) in every expression where we
need a number, we make a copy of the attribute left that is simply a number
in the attribute myLeft. We use myLeft for the numeric computations, and
keep synchronized the two attributes by copying myLeft into left.
Lastly, observe that the interesting part of behaviour of the script is the
fact that the attributes top, left, and width of the objects (the displaying
properties) are monitored by the browser, and so changing such attributes
modiﬁes the appearance of the page. In the example, the gif is initially
positioned with its top left corner at 150 pixels from the left side of the page
and 150 pixels below the top. Clicking the button slides the gif of 5 pixels on
the left. Using the previously mentioned techniques, such behaviour is made
independent of the browsers used to display the page.
A.2 The formalization
To formalize the example of Fig. A.1 in our framework we consider the two
environments:
IE = [ι → 〈document = ιd, blockDiv = ιbD, init = e, move = e′〉,
ιd → 〈all = · · · , . . .〉, ιbD → 〈style = ιs〉,
ιs → 〈position = 0, left = 150, top = 150,
width = 30〉]
and
NN = [ι′ → 〈document = ι′d, blockDiv = ι′bD, init = e, move = e′〉,
ι′d → 〈layers = · · · , . . .〉,
ι′bD → 〈position = 0, left = 150, top = 150, width = 30〉]
where ι = ιroot(IE), ι′ = ιroot(NN ), and the expressions e and e′ are deﬁned as
follows.
• e = root← block = e0 with
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e0 = isdef(document, all)?blockDiv.style : isdef(document, layers)?blockDiv : 〈〉,
• e′ = e1; e2; e3 with
e1 = root.block← myLeft = root.block.left,
e2 = root.block← myLeft = root.block.myLeft+ 5, and
e3 = root.block← left = root.block.myLeft.
IE is the translation of the deﬁnition of the tags of the page in the DOM
of IE. The root object has the the attribute document (deﬁned also for NN )
referring to an object with the attribute all, that characterizes the browser
IE. (For the position attribute we use 0 instead of abs, where abs stands
for “absolute”.) Similarly for NN . Note that IE and NN represent the
environments after loading the page but before the execution of the function
init (represented in IE and NN as a method of the top-level object).
The attributes that are observed in the environment IE are
P = {root.blockDiv.style.left, root.blockDiv.style.top, root.blockDiv.style.width}
and the ones observed in NN are
P ′ = {root.blockDiv.left, root.blockDiv.top, root.blockDiv.width}.
We have:
actIE(P ) = {ι! blockDiv, ιbD! style, ιs! left, ιs! top, ιs! width}, and
actNN (P ′) = {ι′! blockDiv, ι′bD! left, ι′bD! top, ι′bD! width}.
The following property shows that the DHTML page is cross-browser. That
is, the execution of the method init followed by any number of executions of
the method move produces the same result in the two environments.
Property. For n ≥ 0, let
e(n) = root.init; root.move; . . . ; root.move︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
.
For all n ≥ 0, we have (IE , e(n)) ∼R (NN , e(n)), where
R = { (root.blockDiv.style.left, root.blockDiv.left),
(root.blockDiv.style.top, root.blockDiv.top),
(root.blockDiv.style.width, root.blockDiv.width) }
Proof. For n = 0, let
IE ′ = IE [ι : IE(ι)[block = ιs]] and NN ′ = NN [ι′ : NN (ι′)[block = ι′bD]].
To prove the result it is suﬃcient to show that the relation
B0 = {((IE , e(0)), (NN , e(0))), ((IE ′, ι), (NN ′, ι′))}
is a bisimulation, i.e. B0 veriﬁes conditions (0)-(6) of Deﬁnition 4.4. It is
easy to see that IE and NN , and IE ′ and NN ′ are R-related, so condition
(0) of Deﬁnition 4.4 holds. From (IE , e(0)) =⇒P (IE ′, ι) and (NN , e(0)) =⇒P
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(NN ′, ι′) we derive that also conditions (3) and (4) are veriﬁed. Finally con-
dition (1), (2), (5), and (6) are trivially veriﬁed.
Consider now the case n > 0. Deﬁne
• IE0 = IE ′
IEn = IE ′[ιs : IE ′(ιs)[top = (150 + 5× n), myLeft = (150 + 5× n)]]
• NN0 = NN ′
NNn = NN ′[ιbD : NN ′(ιbD)[top = (150 + 5× n), myLeft = (150 + 5× n)]]
• e′(n) = root.move; . . . ; root.move︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
,
Note that, in the deﬁnition of IEn and NNn, by (150 + 5 × n) we mean the
corresponding integer value (not the expression).
To prove the result we have to show that, for all n > 0,
Bn = {((IE , e(n)), (NN , e(n))), ((IEn, ι), (NNn, ι′))}∪⋃
1≤i≤n−1{((IE i, e′(n−i)), (NNi, e′(n−i)))}
is a bisimulation. It is easy to see that for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, IE i and NNi are
R-related, so condition (0) of Deﬁnition 4.4 holds. Moreover we have:
• (IE , e(n)) !=⇒P (IE1, e′(n−1)) !=⇒P · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
(IEn, ι), and
• (NN , e(n)) !=⇒P (NN1, e′(n−1)) !=⇒P · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
(NNn, ι′).
So also conditions (1) and (2) of Deﬁnition 4.4 are veriﬁed. Finally conditions
(3)-(6) are trivially veriﬁed. This concludes the proof. ✷
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